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9781486708581   Much Ado...

Play On Shakespeare is a delightful introduction to some of the characters, 
themes, and literary devices that make Shakespeare’s plays so well loved.  
Within these pages, children will meet some of Shakespeare’s most famous 
characters, while also learning how to use key literary devices, such as  
alliterations and similes. The beautiful illustrations bring the play to life and  
the color-coded text highlights and defines literature elements in the story,  
both contributing to a rich, multilayered reading experience.  
Dust Jacket, 48 Pages, 8.75” x 11.25”, SRP: $16.99

How to enjoy these books...
Shakespeare’s works are not only famous for how 
entertaining they are and the lessons they teach, but they 
are also filled with important literary devices. 
Pay attention to the color of the words as you read along 
to see what literary device is being used!

GREEN words show SETTING—where the story is taking 
place.

PURPLE words show the CHARACTERS—who is in the 
story. 

YELLOW words show FORESHADOWING—hints about what 
is going to come next.

PINK words show SIMILES—comparisons that use the words 
“like”or “as.”

ORANGE words show ALLITERATION—two or more words 
that start with the same sound.

BLUE words show IMAGERY—descriptive words that can be 
experienced by one of the five senses.

BOLD BLACK words were invented by SHAKESPEARE and 
the definitions can be found in the back of the book. 
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Available in a dust jacket collection of three titles. Collection ISBN: 978-1-4867-1435-3 10% Collection Discount SRP: $45.87
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